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reven ues.

other financial institutions in Switzerland.

These payments come f rom client money,

hence are property of the client, but are

still all too often not disclosed to the client.

Retrocessions, retros for short, have been

a highly contentious issue over the past

few years. ln Switzerland, as elsewhere, a

client entrusts the care of his money to an

independent asset manager (lAM). The IAM

works with a third party bank where the

client has deposited the assets. The IAM

receives a limited power of attorney to trade

the account on behalf of the client. The

management fee is generally about 1 per

cent of assets under management (AUM)

per year, though this can vary. ln additton,

completely separate to the management

fee, most lAMs receive 'retrocessions' and

other kickbacks on trading commissions,

brokerage, depot admrnistration fees, funds

and structured product emissions. The IAM

also often receives a finder's fee from the

bank for bringing new money, ranging from

0.2 to 1 per cent. Prior to the landmark

Swiss Supreme court ruling in 2006, most

lAMs did not disclose these payments in

any way to the client. Even the existence of

retrocessions was often denied by the lAMs.

Snckg nr:n"* nrJ nr"ld stntist[cs.
There are about 2,600 asset managers
(AMs) in Switzerland with some CHF500

billion of private client money under

management. Total retros paid annually is

estimated at about CHF2 billion per year.

Figr-rr* 1: Swiss t,&MT incnrfitr ün
priväte c$$*nt fissffts

lndependent Asset Managers in Switzerland
Gross lncome for bank-independent
Asset [,4anagers 2008 rn Bio SFr.

l\y'anagement Fees

Estimetes are based tr data from the Swiss

Banking lnstitute otthe University ofZürich
and the Swiss Natimal Bank
Sdrcei Börsen Zeitung (Germany)

Basic retrocessions paid to lAMs by one

globally active private bank in Switzerland

are as follows:

Martln Straub 0n retrocessions and undisclosed payments in Swiss asset managernent

etrocession is the German term

for kickbacks, trailer fees, f inder's

fees and other payments made

to asset managers by banks and

Of these 2,600 AMs, around 100 are banks

and 2,500 are independent asset managers.

About 80 per cent of the lAMs take

retrocessions as part of revenue. Though

disclosure of the existence of retros is slowly

improving, the'how much gets paid' is

still generally not disclosed. Best estimates

are that retrocessions make up about 35

per cent of the average lAMs total annual
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T*ble 1: Assets under rxanag*münt
anri r*tro drag
The retro drag column is the percentage

of total return the IAM is appropriating
from his client over 20 years. The average

Other Income --***&

Trading and brokerage commisrons: 50%

Fiduciary deposifs.' 50%

Depot accou nt matntenance
charges:

20%

Table 1

Assets under
Management

Rate of
return

Years
lnvested

Retro
rate

Total return Retro

drag

Comments

Fr.1'000'000 6.00k 20 0.00% Fr.2'207'135 0.00% The clean Asset Manager, no retros

0.20o/o Fr. 2'081'258 5.70% The reletively restrained Asset Manager

0;4ü!l's f'1l1tg5gtgg4, ,, 11J9olo The Average Asset Manager

0.600/o Fr. 1'843'446 16.480h The IAM pushing funds and structured products

0,80% Fr.1'731'183 21.560/o The IAM with an active management strategy

1.00% Fr.1'623'138 26.460/o And above. More common than you would think
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No Retrocessions

0.47o Retrocession

1.0% Retrocession

Rate

Rate

Years
$üLlLSli: 

-

. 0.4% Retrocession rate . 1 .0 % Retrocession rate

.112% Retro Drag .26.5% Retro Drag

Tahl* ä; ffiep*t eeeüilnt wüth tF-{tr1 mi}lt*n N'}ild*r menäg*ffieffit

IAM takes an estimated 0.4 per cent per

annum in retros. Note that the drag is far
greater than the retro rate itself, a retro
rate of 0.4 per cent per annum has a

11.2 per cent negative effect on portfolio
performance over 20 years. The retro rate

on funds and structured products ranges

from 1-5 per cent, should the client end

up with a 60-80 per cent allocation,
with frequent rebalancing the IAM can

easily move to an annual retrocession
take of over 1 per cent - invisible to
the client. Like a tax, retros consume
a greater share of investment growth
as retro rate or investment horizon
increases. Today, the level of retros is still

in most cases not disclosed to the client,
even when their existence is disclosed.

Moreover, portfolros are subject to an

almost infinite variety of different retro
regimes depending on asset classes

held, types of f unds, types of security,
the depot bank holding the assets, and

trading f requency/account tu rnover. Lrke

a tax, retros consume a greater share of
investment growth as the retro rate or
investment horizon increases as shown
in Figure 2 below. Unlike taxes, however,
the client is generally not aware that
these payments take place.

Figur* ä: ürnpmet mf retrmfi*ssl*r""!s
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Note that a 1 per cent annual 'retrocession

rate' costs the client a quarter of his real

return over 20 years. As Einstein once said,
'Compound interest is the most powerful
force in the universe'.

Table 2 illustrates the ease with which
a 1 per cent annual retro rate can be

achieved on an individual account. The

asset classes have been chosen intentionally
to illustrate the effect and potential income
to an lAM. Figures do not include the IAM

management fee, which comes on top.

Figure 3: hJegatlve irnpnct mf trncJe
frer4l'leney trffi rütilrffis
Regulatory issues and some
perspective.
lAMs are self-regulated in Switzerland,
subject to the Swiss Financial Markets
Authority (FINMA). There are 11 recognised

Self- Reg u latory-Organ isations

Source: Florian Schubiger, Vermoegens-partner AG

Explanatory Notes
1. There are extra fees and charges, e.9., administration,

postage, or numbered account costs. Retrocessions can
also be agreed on these.

2. These amounts are the effective fees and charges paid
by the client, when the IAM retains all retro payments.

3. Common types of retrocessions are shown in this
example. lAMs may pass on retros as discounts.

4. This is the true cost to the client, if the IAM would
reimburse all retros to the client.

5. Assumption of 16 transactions with an average volume of
CHF25,000. The account is being turned over every two
and a half years. Retros on Forex trades can vary greatly.

5. The level of funds in the portfolio is intentional at 40
per cent. There are still lAMs who invest totalAUM in
actrvely managed funds. This sum of up front loads
results when CHFl02,000 active f unds with a 2 per
cent up-f ront load (NAV1 00,000 plus 2,000 up-front
load) are purchased annually. With structured products,
emission costs are contained in the gross fee. These
vary from product to product by several per cent. ln
general, no retros are paid on index products and FTFs.

As can be seen f rom the table, CHF20,300 is the cost
to the client, of which CHF10,050 is passed back to the
IAM as retrocessions. The real cost of services provided
to the client is half what is charged. CHF'l 0,250.
Clearly, the high retrocessions on funds and structured
products make it rather challenging to act in the clients
best interests. Bear in mind that there are funds with
up to a 5 per cent up-front load creating incentive to
both purchase for and turn over these funds in client
portfolios. Enabling the IAM in good years to steer
the retro take to well over i per cent. We see this in
practice with many lAMs buying large volumes of fund
and structured products for their clients, even when
the client is wealthy enough to achieve diversification
through other means.

Furthermore, the more an asset manager trades an
account, the more he earns: a clear conflict of interest. A
result of this conflict of interest is that the 'retro-induced'
increased account turnover often further reduces returns.
Figure 3 below is from an often quoted study of turnover
frequency vs investment return.

t
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Type of Cost'
Fees and charges paid2 Retrocession3 Net fees and charges?

a/o Amount a/o Amount Yo Amount

Depot account maintenance fee (on SFr. 1,000,000) 0.25 2 500 50 00 1',250 0.125 1'250

,'sttblal ,$ff.'35ül .sFr,,1f250 sE'f250
Market Transactions?

Brokerage (16 trades @ SFr. 25,000) 1.00 4',000 50 00 2 000 05 2',000

Forex brokerage (SFr. 1 00,000 p.a.) 100 1',000 20.00 200 0.80 800

Srl$otal, ,$Fr.5'0{il1 $Fr.ä200: :.,SF.iri2!800

Financial Producls?

Mutual Funds (Holding: SFr 400 000) 1.20 4'800 50 00 2'400 060 2'400

Fund Sales to client (Upfront load on SFr. 1 00,000) 2.00 2'00 100 00 2 000 0.00 0

Structured Products(Holding: SFr. 100,000) 2.00 2',000 50 00 1',000 100 1',000

Hedge Funds (Holding: SFr. I 00,000) 300 3'000 40.00 1'200 1.80 r 800

ETFs (Holding: SFr. 200,000) 0.30 600 0.00 0 030 600

Individual Securities (Holding: SFr. 200,000) 0.20 400 000 0 020 400

:Subtoral $Fr.flt8ül sF*6$00 sf?.61200

Overall Total SFr.20'300 SFr.10'050 SFr.10'250
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Figure 3

Net Return vs. Turnover, US
investor survey, 1991 - 1997
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Sou rce. Barber & Odean , Jou rn al of
Fin an ce, ?000

(SROs) and each IAM is obliged to join

one. ln October 2008, FINMA released

a guidelines document, 'Eckwerte zur

Vermögensverwaltung', or'Corner values

of asset management'. This document

contained concrete recommended

minimum standards for disclosure,

transparency, reporting, fees, content

of the asset management contract, and

detailed requirements for the treatment and

disclosure of retrocessions. Unfortunately

the standards are recommendations only

and in no way enforceable, so clients must

still take care.

From an Anglo-Saxon point of view, self-

regulation appears to have failed. However,

Slvitzerland has never experienced the

cig blow-ups that plague hyper-regulated

Arglo-Saxon systems. There has never

been a Bernie Madoff, Michael Milken, lvan

Boesky, or a Dennis Levine. Big financial

blowups like Lehman, Bear Sterns, AlG,

Enron and numerous others where investors

lose their shirts don't tend to happen

here. The Swiss consensus way does seem

to protect the investor - at a cost. ln the

last 8O years, there has not been a single

major bank failure in Switzerland - where

investors have lost serious money. Consider

the cost to investors in the wake of the S&L

crisis, the petrodollar crisis, or the recent

sub-prime debacle. Participants seem to

understand that there are lines not to be

crossed and act to restrain themselves in

collective self-interest. These unwritten

rules, the spirit of the law rather than

the letter, are broadly respected. Simply

abolishing retros, attractive though the

thought may be, is probably not feasible.

lncreased disclosure, transparency and

better investor education seems the best

answer.

t*nal*sl*n
The basic problem with retros is not that
they exist, it is that they are not disclosed

and not transparent. Raising disclosure and

better transparency will probably make

them go away of their own accord over

time. FINMA's point of view also seems to

be that through requiring full disclosure of

retros, clients will either migrate over time

to other providers or will demand better
deals. More lAMs are indeed offering and

switching over to 'retro-free' models -
admittedly at a glacial pace. Following the

global trend, the Swiss market is moving

slowly toward increased transparency. Over

the long term, retros should vanish or be

transformed into other forms of disclosed

compensation, without the need for heavy

handed regulation, which often creates

crazy incentives, distorts market signals and

can lead to unexpected results contrary to

what was originally intended. There is an

opportunity for some lAMs to distinguish

themselves through better service levels,

as clients are demonstrably willing to pay

for better service. FINMA appears to be

taking the approach of requiring increased

disclosure to enable both client and IAM

to act in their own self-interest to finally

consign retros to the dustbin of history or

make them a legitimate, disclosed, service-

level linked component of compensation. I
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